CONFIGURE YOUR BUSINESS FOR SUCCESS!
CIS Configurator is an easy to use graphical product and service configurator that is
connected with SAGE 300 ERP. Offering CIS Configurator to your clients will allow
them to enjoy the following benefits:







Save time and money by allowing salespeople to configure orders without
errors.
Improve customer service by reducing lead times and incorrect orders.
Allow quicker response to customer demand.
Ideally suited to both product and service applications.
Calculate pricing, costing and materials.
Generate orders, quotes, estimates, and much more!

CIS Configurator combines web-based accessibility with great control options to
create a flexible solution that can readily be expanded to manage quotations for inhouse sales staff, dealers and reseller relationships. Users inside or outside of SAGE
300 ERP can create new quotes, save the subsequent revisions, and then submit the
quotation before confirming as an order and adding to SAGE 300 ERP, with all details
including configured items generated by the Configurator. As long as your instance of
Sage has Inventory Control and Order Entry and the relevant modules to support
these, i.e., A/R etc., CIS can create the BOM.

FEATURES

 Browser based, Web, Intranet
 Configure Price Quote (CPQ)
 Build to order
 Configured orders created
speedily and accurately
 Rule based, dependencies
 Easy to use
 Programming experience not
required
 Graphical representation of a
configured item
 MS SQL database
 Integrated with SAGE 300
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Selling Customizable Products doesn’t have to be hard!
With CIS Configurator, it’s easy!
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Phone (847) 235 2188
CIS CONFIGURATOR - RULE BASED
Web enabled configuration software, integrated with Sage 300 ERP


Quote and order configurable products



Custom complexity becomes manageable



Products are configured and priced correctly



Price management within CIS Configurator

CIS MODELBUILDER - LOGIC BUILDER
An intuitive tool that allows you to build your product logic into the Configurator.


Simplicity with power and flexibility



Suited for many products



Easy to use, quick to deploy

CIS QUOTEBUILDER - WEBPORTAL
With many options available for your Sales team, resellers and distributors, each having Price
management, Document management with quotes stored in one centralized location.


Automate the selling process



Handle custom complexity



Accelerate your sales

Contact us today to set up a one-on-one demonstration.
You won’t be disappointed!
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